The Male Brain

From the author of the groundbreaking,
international bestseller The Female Brain
comes this eagerly awaited follow-up.Did
you know that the male brain...is a lean,
mean problem-solving machine that uses
analytical brain structures, not emotional
ones, to find solutionsthrives under
competition, instinctively plays rough, and
is obsessed with rank and hierarchyhas an
area for sexual pursuit that is 2.5 times
larger than that of the female brain,
consuming him with sexual fantasies about
female body partsAs Dr Louann
Brizendines
impeccably
researched,
irresistible guide follows the male brain
from infancy to adulthood, it unlocks many
secrets and offers fascinating insights into a
range of subjects, including emotional
intimacy, anger, agression, and winning. It
also answers many baffling questions and
exposes the often shocking gulf that exists
between the sexes.

- 4 min - Uploaded by ABC NewsDr. Louann Brizendine offers explanations for mens actions in her book. For more,
go to You might want to try to keep your own personal pet caveman in the dark on this one, but in her inevitably
best-selling new book, The MaleFrom the author of the groundbreaking New York Times bestseller The Female Brain,
here is the eagerly awaited follow-up book that demystifies the puzzling: The Male Brain: A Breakthrough
Understanding of How Men and Boys Think (Audible Audio Edition): Louann Brizendine M.D., Kimberly Farr, [PDF]
The Male Brain Download by Louann Brizendine. Download free ebook of The Male Brain soft copy. Brief Summary
of Book: The The cover of The Male Brain by psychiatrist Louann Brizendine, known for her bestseller The Female
Brain. REUTERS/Broadway Books. Louann Brizendine: Male and female brains mostly alike, but some She wrote The
Female Brain and, just released, The Male Brain.The Male Brain has 3260 ratings and 447 reviews. David said: While
this book started out slow, it got better as the author went through the stages of ma Want to know why you do the things
you do? If you have a male brain, this is required reading. Understanding men is essential to your growth Men and
women are more alike than different, but vive la difference. The Male Brain author Dr. Louann Brizendine talks to
TIME about sex, Yet as I considered writing The Male Brain, nearly everyone I consulted made the same joke: That
will be a short book! Maybe more of aEditorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Starred Review. In this utterly
fascinating follow-up to her bestselling The Female Brain, Harvard neuropsychiatrist
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